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Look at the blackboard and 

try to read this words 

A bedroom                     a leaving room     
 
a kitchen                  a dinning room
               a bathroom    a hall



       The topic: 

My home 



Oxford



Text

0.Pam lives in Oxford - +?
1. She is a student.
2. She has got a father, a mother and  a brother. 
3. Her home is very small.
4.There is a wall unit in the middle of the room.
5. There are many posters on the wall. 
6. 4.There is a white and green carpet on the floor.



The right answers
0.     +
1       - 
2.     + 
3.     -
4.     -
5.     + 
6.     -



complete the sentences.

A table                                 a vase with flowers            posters                         

Nice and cozy       wardrobe                                           armchairs
    

1 My room is…….
2 There is …….. in the middle of the room.
3 On the table there is ……………
4 There are ………… on the wall.
5 In  corner of the room there is a ………….
6  Near the wardrobe there are two ………….



answers
    

1 My room is… (nice and cozy) 
2 There is a (table)  in the middle of the room.
3 On the table there is (… a vase with flowers)
4 There are ……( posters) on the wall.
5 In  corner of the room there is a …( wardrobe )
6  Near the wardrobe there are two 

…(armchairs)



the following plan:

• -I have got a big/ small,cozy and 
and great home.

• - There are………… in the room.
•  There is……….
•  



Would you like to write 
Pam? 

Dear Pam , 
Thank you for your letter.My name is -_________
_I have got an own room. There are …… 

_____________________________________________
________________________________

____There is 
………….____________________________________

__________________________________________

 Please write back. 
Love, Carina (cвое имя.)



I’m fine!

I’m happy!

It was great!

It could be 
better….

I’m so-so …



 


